Impact of micromixing on performance of a membrane-based absorber
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A B S T R A C T

In this study, microstructures are employed to manipulate thermohydraulic characteristics of the lithium bromide (LiBr) solution flow in a membrane-based absorber in order to enhance the absorption rate. In a membrane-based absorber, the liquid absorbent is constrained between a solid wall and a highly permeable membrane, thus facilitating manipulation of the flow properties. Recent numerical studies have shown that transport mode in a laminar flow can be changed from diffusive to advective via the implementation of surface microstructures on the flow channel walls. Here, we experimentally evaluate the enhancement in absorption rate caused by the introduction of microstructures on the solution flow channel wall of a membrane-based absorber. The experiments are conducted in a fully instrumented membrane-based absorption refrigeration system. The geometry and dimensions of the microstructures are based on the optimal values determined in our previous numerical studies. Absorption rates as high as that of a 100-μm-thick solution film (in the absence of wall features) is achieved but at two orders of magnitude less pressure drop. The achievement of a high absorption rate at a relatively low solution pressure drop in the proposed approach enhances the prospect of developing large-scale membrane-based absorbers.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

ARS's (absorption refrigeration systems) can be an alternative for the common cooling and heating systems. However, in their current format, ARS's are not competitive with the existing VCS's (vapor compression systems) in residential and small commercial buildings sector due to their high initial cost and large volume per unit cooling capacity. The absorber heat exchanger is widely recognized as a component that greatly impacts the size, cost, and performance of ARS's. In a conventional falling film shell-and-tube absorber, the refrigerant (commonly water) vapor generated in the evaporator is absorbed into a solution (commonly lithium bromide, LiBr) sprayed over a tube bundle. Enhancing the absorption rate has been the subject of many studies [1–10] focused on advancing the falling film absorption technology. Isfahani and Moghaddam [3] provide an overview of these studies and conclude that, despite many efforts, substantial enhancement in the absorption rate has not been achieved due to the challenges of controlling thermohydraulic characteristics of a falling LiBr solution film.

Recently, utilization of membranes has been proposed to enhance the absorption rate [11–21] and to develop absorbers in new inherently compact forms such as the plate-and-frame heat exchanger configuration. Yu et al. [19] numerically studied absorption characteristics of the LiBr solution flow and concluded that heat and mass transfer limits in a LiBr solution flow could be improved, if the solution flow thickness is maintained within a few hundred microns while the flow velocity is increased. Implementation of a thin solution flow reduces the heat diffusion path to the cooling surface beneath the solution film, and increasing the solution flow velocity reduces the concentration boundary layer thickness. In a subsequent experimental study, Isfahani and Moghaddam [12] demonstrated that a thin layer of LiBr solution could be constrained between a superhydrophobic nanofibrous membrane and a solid wall, and its absorption characteristics could be manipulated through independent control of the flow thickness and velocity. In their approach, the water vapor permeates through the membrane and is subsequently absorbed into the LiBr solution. Their results confirmed that the absorption rate can be significantly enhanced when a solution film thickness on the order of 100 μm and highly porous membranes are implemented.

In a recent numerical study, Bigham et al. [22] reported further enhancement of the absorption process in a membrane-based
absorber through utilization of microstructures on the solution channel bottom wall. Such structures have been previously shown to induce mixing in an otherwise laminar flow in microchannels [23–26]. In a similar vein, confinement of the LiBr solution flow in a membrane-based absorber provides an opportunity to manipulate the microscale transport events within the solution film. A well-designed channel wall will induce vortical structures in the flow that continuously replenish the membrane-solution interface (where the absorption takes place) with fresh concentrated solution from the middle and bottom of the flow channel. This approach enhances the utility of the membrane-based technology for absorbers with larger capacities because a thicker solution film limits the solution flow pressure drop in a large absorber. In a laminar flow $\Delta P = \dot{m}\Delta p/D_h$ ($\dot{m}$ is the solution flow rate and $D_h$ is the channel hydraulic diameter). This means that increasing the channel hydraulic diameter by a factor of 5 (as discussed later in this paper) results in 125 times reduction in the solution pressure drop. Reducing the pressure drop eases the manifolding burden of this paper.

Bigham et al. [22] employed the herringbone structures (hereafter called “ridges”) proposed by Strook et al. [26] to enhance mixing in microfluidic devices. The method involves generating chaotic advection within the flow through stretching and folding the laminar streamlines. Fig. 1 shows a computationally obtained streamline of the flow over the ridges. Evidently, the herringbone structures generate anisotropic resistance to the absorber flow, which stretches and twists a portion of the absorber flow volume.

In the following section, first, an overview of the numerical simulations (including governing equations and assumptions) illustrating physics of the micro-mixing process and optimal dimensions of the ridge structure is provided (further details are presented in Bigham et al.’s [22] study). Then, implementation of the optimal design into a membrane-based absorber and studies conducted to assess the absorber performance are presented. The effects of important parameters such as vapor pressure and cooling water temperature on the absorption rate are discussed.

2. Absorber design

The absorption process in a membrane-based absorber with a flat channel surface is diffusion-limited. To show this limitation, an in-house computational fluid dynamics solver based on LBM (lattice Boltzmann method) [27,28] which is verified in our prior publications [18,19,22] is evoked. Here, a brief overview of the modeling approach is provided. In a membrane-based absorber, the vapor has to pass through the membrane pores before reaching the LiBr solution. The numerical procedure consists of two steps. In the first step, a continuum-based approach is used to model heat and mass transport inside the solution. In the second step, to simulate the vapor flux through the membrane, Dusty-Gas model [29] is used, since the flow is in the transitional or free molecular flow regime [19]. According to the Dusty-Gas model [29], the mass transfer through a membrane consists of diffusion and viscous fluxes. The molar diffusion flux is given by:

$$N^D = D^k \frac{1}{RT} \Delta p$$

(1)

$$D_k = \frac{2r}{3\pi} \sqrt{\frac{8RT}{\pi M}}$$

(2)

where $R$ is the gas constant, $M$ is the molecular weight, $r$ is the pore radius, $\epsilon$ is the membrane porosity, and $\tau$ is the membrane tortuosity. The molar viscous flux is given by:

$$N^V = -\frac{p}{RT} \frac{\varepsilon r^2}{8\tau} \Delta p$$

(3)

where $\mu$ is the viscosity and $p$ is the pressure. The total mass flux through the membrane pores can be written as the sum of the diffusion and viscous fluxes:

$$N = N^D + N^V$$

(4)

The vapor mass flux through the membrane can be then computed from Ref. [19]:

$$J = k_m (p_v - p_i), \quad k_m = -\frac{M}{\delta_m} \left( \frac{D_k}{RT} + \frac{p B_0}{RT \mu} \right)$$

(5)

where $k_m$ is the membrane mass transfer coefficient or permeability, $p_v$ is the water vapor pressure, $p_i$ is the water vapor pressure of the solution at the interface and $\delta_m$ is the membrane thickness.

At the membrane surface, it is supposed that the LiBr solution and the vapor are at an equilibrium state. The mass flux across the membrane compared to the mass flux along the channel as well as heat transferring to the vapor phase through the membrane are all assumed to be negligible. Therefore, at the membrane surface, the following heat and mass boundary conditions are used [7,19,30–32]:

$$k(T,X) \frac{\partial T}{\partial n} = h_{lg}(T,X) \cdot k_m (p_v - p_i(T,X))$$

(6)

$$D(T,X) \cdot \rho(T,X) \frac{\partial X}{\partial n} = k_m (p_v - p_i(T,X))$$

(7)

where $h_{lg}$ is the latent heat of evaporation, $\rho$ is the solution density, and $n$ is the interface normal direction. The LiBr properties are provided by McNeely [33].

No-slip and no-flux boundary conditions are used for momentum and the concentration equations, respectively, at the cooling surface. A linear temperature distribution is used at the cooling surface. The temperature and concentration are specified at the inlet, while a zero gradient boundary condition was used for both the temperature and concentration at the outlet. Also, symmetric conditions are applied on the sides of the flow domain. The governing equations are summarized in Table 1.

To solve the governing equations with the mentioned boundary conditions, an in-house computational fluid dynamics solver based
on the LBM (lattice Boltzmann method) and a finite difference method for the concentration and temperature fields are used. A detailed description of the code is provided in Yu and Ladd [27]. In the LBM, the fluid is simulated by fictive particles with a mass distribution function of \( f(x, \varepsilon, t) \). To predict the motion of these particles, the Boltzmann equation is solved over a discrete lattice mesh. The popular SRT (single relaxation time) model, with the relaxation time, and velocity second order method for solving incompressible fluid flow channel. The macroscopic quantities (such as mass density \( \rho \), momentum density \( \rho \mathbf{u} \), and energy \( \rho e \)) can be obtained by evaluating the hydrodynamic moments of the distribution function \( f \) as follows:

\[
\rho = \sum_\alpha f^{eq}_\alpha
\]

\[
\rho \mathbf{u} = \sum_\alpha f^{eq}_\alpha \mathbf{c}_\alpha
\]

A grid independence study was performed to ensure that the computational results are independent of the grid size. The maximum error in the absorption rate was found to be less than 2% when the grid size was reduced by a factor of 2. For a detailed discussion about the solver, the numerical procedure and the numerical validation, the readers are referred to our prior publications [18,19,22].

A typical concentration contour in an absorber with a flat surface is provided in Fig. 2. As it can be seen, a thick concentration boundary layer is formed at the vapor–liquid interface. Bigham et al. [22] conducted a parametric study to determine the optimal ridge geometry for a membrane-based absorber. Through their simulation, they determined that the ridge height must be more than 50% of the main channel height to produce surface vortices with sufficient momentum to impact the main flow and continuously replenish the solution–membrane interface with a concentrated solution. In the parametric range of their study, for a channel with a height of 500 \( \mu \)m, they achieved the maximum absorption rate using 300-\( \mu \)m-tall and 250-\( \mu \)m-wide ridges that are spaced 300 \( \mu \)m apart and oriented 30° with respect to the fluid direction.

Stroock et al. [26] and Sundararajan and Stroock [36] showed that the microstructures essentially stimulate the heat and mass transfer rates by improving four transport processes: mixing, interfacial transfer, axial dispersion, and spatial sampling. Contribution of each individual transport process to the overall heat and mass transport rates is difficult to assess experimentally and beyond the scope of the present study. However, transverse velocity components generated by the transport processes could be used as an overall quantitative assessment. Fig. 3 shows the \( y \) and \( z \) components of the velocity vector along the microchannel at \( y = 180 \mu \)m and \( z = 750 \mu \)m (i.e. 50 \( \mu \)m below the vapor–liquid interface). The results clearly show that the microstructures generate transverse velocity components of up to 1.4 mm/s in the \( y \)-direction and 0.1 mm/s in the \( z \)-direction. The results also indicate a major difference (approximately 4–5 times) between the \( y \) component of the velocity on the long and short ridges. The maximum transverse velocity in the \( y \) direction occurs on the long arm of the ridges and the average value of the \( y \)-velocity is 1.4 mm/s, which is 12% of the \( x \) component of the velocity. To elucidate how these ridges affect the flow thermohydraulic characteristics, typical iso-concentration surfaces within the bulk flow are provided in Fig. 4a. A set of flow cross-sectional views depicting the solution mixing process is provided in Fig. 4b. As shown, the ridges induce vortices within the solution film, which continuously bring concentrated solution from the bottom and middle of the solution channel to the vapor–liquid interface where absorption occurs. These vortices interrupt the concentration boundary layer growth and lead to enhancement in the absorption rate, as demonstrated experimentally in the following section.

### 3. Experiment

#### 3.1. Test article

A photograph of the absorber heat exchanger along with 3D drawings showing the wall structures dimensions are provided in Fig. 5. The overall dimensions of the absorber are 311 \( \times \) 117 mm\(^2\) with an active area of 195 \( \times \) 38 mm\(^2\). The solution microchannels and ridges are machined within the active area. The solution is
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**Fig. 2.** LiBr solution concentration contours within a 500-micron-thick and 600-mm-long flow channel.
through the microchannels. The cooling water from a chiller is pumped through the microchannels. The solution microchannels are 500-μm-wide and 195-mm-long. The water vapor generated in the evaporator where it is vaporized and supplied back to the absorber. The strong solution is preheated to a desired temperature before entering the desorber. In the desorber, the weak LiBr solution is heated by a thin film heater (Omega Engineering, CT) to desorb water. The desorbed water vapor flows to a condenser and the strong LiBr solution leaves the desorber and flows through a heat exchanger where it is cooled to a preset temperature before it enters the absorber. The condensed water leaves the condenser and flows through a Coriolis mass flow meter (Micro Motion, Inc.) to the evaporator where it is vaporized and supplied back to the absorber. The strong solution flows through the absorber and absorbs the water vapor generated in the evaporator. The weak solution leaving the absorber flows through a filter and is pumped back to the solution pre-heater and then the desorber to complete the cycle.

To control the inlet temperature of the absorber and desorber, the solution flows through the heat exchangers where it is cooled or heated using TEC (thermoelectric cooling/heating) units. A similar arrangement is implemented for the condenser heat exchanger. The desorber and evaporator heat exchangers are heated by flexible heaters. The experimental loop is also equipped with two small reservoirs with sight glass to monitor the liquid in the solution and water lines. These reservoirs also serve as compensation chambers and assist in proper charging of the loop. Three pressure transducers with a range of 0–10 kPa are installed to monitor absorber pressure conditions. Two of the transducers measure the LiBr solution flow pressure at the absorber inlet and outlet. The third transducer measures the vapor pressure ($P_v$) at the absorber inlet. The data measured by pressure transducers, thermocouples, and mass flow meters are recorded by a data acquisition system. Further details on the experimental setup, test procedure, and uncertainty analysis are provided in Isfahani and Moghaddam [13].

The studies are conducted on effects of water vapor pressure, cooling water temperature and solution inlet temperature. Table 2 summarizes the test conditions.

3.3. Experimental uncertainty

Table 3 lists uncertainty in measurement of pressure, solution flow rate, and temperature. The accuracy of the water mass flow meter that directly measures the water absorption rate at the condenser exit is ±1%. However, due to the unsteady nature of the condensate flow, a fluctuation of up to ±5% was recorded during the experiment. The reported absorption rates are the average of the
Table 2
Input values for parametric studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution flow rate ( (m_{\text{sol}}) )</td>
<td>2.5 kg/hr</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water inlet temperature ( (T_{\text{cw,in}}) )</td>
<td>25 °C</td>
<td>25−35 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution inlet temperature ( (T_{\text{sol,in}}) )</td>
<td>25 °C</td>
<td>31−43 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water vapor pressure ( (P_v) )</td>
<td>1.10 kPa</td>
<td>0.80−1.60 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet solution concentration ( (X_{\text{in}}) )</td>
<td>60 ± 1.5%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Variable uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density ( (\text{kg/m}^3) )</td>
<td>5 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution flow rate</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature ( (^\circ\text{C}) )</td>
<td>0.3 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>±1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Absorber heat exchanger.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the experimental membrane-based ARS.
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measured values over a period of time, after the system reached a steady state.

4. Result and discussions

In the first series of tests, the effect of water vapor pressure on the absorption rate is investigated. The water vapor pressure is varied by changing the evaporator temperature. The absorption rate is measured directly by the Coriolis mass flow meter installed in the refrigerant line. Increasing the water vapor pressure increases the pressure potential between the water vapor and the LiBr solution and consequently increases the mass driving potential for the absorption process. The water vapor pressure was increased from 800 to 1600 Pa while the other test conditions were kept at the nominal values given in Table 2. Fig. 7 shows increasing of the absorption rate with the vapor pressure.

In the second series of tests, the cooling water temperature was changed from 25 to 35 °C while the other test conditions were kept constant at the nominal conditions listed in Table 2. Changing the cooling water temperature changes the solution temperature and consequently the solution water vapor pressure. This variation will ultimately lead to a change in the pressure potential and absorption rate. As shown in Fig. 8, the absorption rate decreases linearly with the cooling water temperature.

As mentioned earlier, the driving force for the absorption process is the pressure potential between the vapor and the LiBr solution. Therefore, any comparison of the absorption rates should be conducted at the same pressure potential. Fig. 9 shows the absorption rates presented in Figs. 7 and 8 as a function of the corresponding pressure potential \( P_v - P_{sw} \). The solution water vapor pressure used in the calculation is the average of the absorber inlet and exit solution pressures. Fig. 9 also shows the results obtained in the falling film absorption studies and our previous membrane-based studies. The literature data are collected at different operating conditions (i.e. solution inlet temperature and concentration, vapor pressure, and solution flow rate). However, as mentioned earlier, since the data is plotted against the pressure potential, the differences in temperature, concentration and vapor pressure conditions are filtered out.

To calculate the pressure potential for the test results reported by Medrano et al. [37], Miller and Keyhani [4] and Yoon et al. [10], the solution exit temperature was assumed (since it was not reported) to be equal to the cooling water exit temperature. The results clearly suggest that the absorption rate of the 500-micron-thick solution film with herringbone ridges is as high as the absorption rate of a 100-micron-thick solution film at the operating conditions of an actual absorber (i.e. \( P_v - P_{sw} = 0.5 \sim 0.6 \) kPa corresponding to an evaporator temperature of about 5 °C and a solution average concentration of 57%). The high absorption rate achieved stems from the mixing effect of vortices generated in the flow field. As mentioned in the absorber design section, the presence of ridges along with direction alteration sets up a churning motion in the
bulk fluid that continuously brings concentrated solution from the bottom of the flow channel to the membrane-solution interface and carries away the weak (i.e. water-rich) solution from the absorption zone to be subsequently mixed with the bulk flow.

As mentioned earlier, in the present study absorption rates as high as that of a 100-micron-thick solution film are achieved at typical operating conditions of an absorber. The practical significance of this result becomes more apparent through a comparison of the solution pressure drop in both cases. Fig. 10 shows the pressure drop of the 500-micron-thick solution film with micro-mixing and that of a 100-micron-thick solution film. The results suggest a reduction of about two orders of magnitude in the pressure drop in the new approach. This observation is consistent with the laminar flow theory, as discussed earlier.

To further characterize our absorber, the significance of the membrane resistance and its contribution to the overall mass transfer resistance is investigated and the results are provided in Fig. 11. The membrane pressure drop is separately measured using a test setup discussed in Isfahani et al. [22]. Fig. 11 compares the membrane pressure drop, $P_m - P_i$ ($P_i$ is pressure at the membrane-solution interface), with the overall pressure potential ($P_v - P_{s,w}$). The comparison suggests that the membrane mass transfer resistance is not dominant (only 10–15% of the total pressure drop) in the arrangement implemented in this study. The dominant resistance here is mass transfer through the solution ($P_v - P_{s,w}$).

Finally, the impact of solution inlet temperature on the absorption rate was studied. The results are presented in Fig. 12. The absorption rate slightly declines as the solution inlet temperature is increased. This decline in absorption rate is due to an increase in the solution water pressure that results in reduction of the pressure potential driving the absorption process. However, the high heat transfer coefficient associated with the microchannel flow results in rapid cooling of the solution flow shortly after it enters the absorber channels. Hence, the absorption process is found to be less sensitive to the solution inlet temperature, as compared to the other parametric variations presented earlier.

5. Conclusion

The effect of wall microstructures on the absorption characteristics of a membrane-based absorber has been investigated. Our results show that the absorption rate can be significantly enhanced compared to the conventional falling film absorbers when carefully designed microstructures are implemented on the flow channel wall. As elucidated in Ref. [22], implementing microstructures on flow channel wall induces a secondary flow of vortical nature within the channel bulk flow that leads to a perpetual supply of fresh absorbent into the absorption zone (i.e. near the solution-membrane interface). Consequently, in the present study, absorption rates comparable to those of membrane-based absorber employing much thinner solution films could be achieved, but at a much lower solution pressure drop. A parametric study was also carried out to examine the effect of the main variables of the ARS on the absorption rate.
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